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Introduction 

QR codes have been used for several Augmented 

Reality applications and services 

However, it is difficult to allow user interactions 

 

 



Background Information 

QR code pattern is generated from a text string 

according to standard rules 

Random modification of the pattern may result in 

recognition failure 

Difficult to perform interactions on physical QR 

codes 



Background Information 

QR code is a type of matrix barcode 

It consists of :  

- finder patterns  

- format information 

- timing belt  

- alignment pattern  

- encoded information 

    (Error check + Data code) 

If handled appropriately, encoded information parts may be 

altered to make it represent different text strings 



Background for QR code Alteration 

          (a)                                  (b)       

 

Generate Two QR codes :  

    ‘abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz’  

    ‘ab44efghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz’ 

Only two characters ‘cd’ have been changed to ‘44’ 



Background for QR code Alteration 

⊕ 

Extracted the mutual difference between QR codes 

Some data changes of QR codes affects only some parts 

of QR codes 
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QR code Pattern Alteration 

Fixed Areas : 

  - Finder patterns 

  - Timing belt 

  - Alignment patterns  

  - Version area  

If one of these areas are altered or damaged, QR code 

recognition may fail 



QR code Pattern Alteration 

Middle Band Replacement 

Encoded information area can be altered to represent 

other text strings 

Alteration of data code only does not effect on recognized 

text string changes 

 

Error check code needs to be altered with data code 

Altering region was determined as areas that include the 

data code and a part of the error check code 



QR code Pattern Alteration 

Middle Band Replacement 

It is enough to alter the middle band for partial text string 

changes 

In this example, altering middle band in the horizontal 

direction changed the 3rd and the 4th characters of the 

text strings 



QR code Pattern Alteration 

Difference Replacement 

Alteration of the whole difference 

Step 1 : Identify a common code 

Step 2 : Subtract the common code from each QR code 

Step 3 : The common code combined with the difference  



QR code Alteration Prototype 

Two prototypes : 

- Page Turn-over(Middle Band Replacement) 

- Transparent Film Overlay(Difference Replacement) 



QR code Alteration Prototype 

Page Turn-over  

Readers could flip the transparent pages as if they are 

magazine pages 

Applied the middle band replacement approach to a 

magazine advertisement 



QR code Alteration Prototype 

Page Turn-over  

Scenario 

 Two middle bands overlaid : Displayed side-view of the car 

 Turn over the first page : Played an advertisement video 

 Turn over another page : Displayed 3D model of the car 

 



QR code Alteration Prototype 

Transparent Film Overlay  

It is based on difference replacement 

The common code was attached on the side of wine bottle 

The difference codes were printed on a transparent film 

and were fixed in the box 

By shifting the transparent film, wine customers could 

appreciate several multimedia contents related to the wine 



QR code Alteration Prototype 

Transparent Film Overlay  

Scenario 

 Content 1 - 3D model of the wine bottle 

 Content 2 - Picture of the winery 

 Content 3 - Picture of the wine factory 

 Content 4 - Picture of the wine production process 

 

 



Conclusion 

In order to enrich AR and other commercial services, QR 

code requires interaction capabilities 

 

Most of previous QR code researches were related to 

applications of utilizing QR code’s data capacity 

 

Through tangible interfaces provided by our prototypes, 

users could perform interactions of switching AR contents 

 

Through these advantages, customers may be attracted 

to multimedia advertisement contents 



Thank you 


